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Reviewer's report:

1- Line 32: methanolic extract of what?
2- line 42 “C. grevei useful, easy, and economical” should be “C. grevei is useful, easy, and economical”.
3- Line 58: Cyp should be between brackets at the first use just after the full name.
4- Line 130: “The phenolic of each” should be “The phenolic content of each”.
5- Line 155: “Antioxydant activity” should be “Antioxidant activity”.
6- Lines 224-225: sentence needs rewriting.
7- Lines 226-230: paragraph needs rewriting.
8- Line 287: “phenolics contain” should be “phenolics content”.
9- Lines 289-290: sentence needs rewriting.
10- Lines 294-295: sentence needs rewriting.
11- I think that the introduction is a bit long and could be shorter.
12- The discussion contains a lot of repetition of the results and even repetition within the discussion.
13- In figure one: the y axis: inhibition is spelled wrongly.